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Test Plan

Dummy 068

- Certification (pelvis, with & without head restraint) ✔
- Change all bumpers ✔
- Certification (pelvis, with & without head restraint) ✔
- Go to BASt for sled tests
- After sled testing, return to HIS for
  ▪ Certification (with & without HR)
  ▪ Spine stiffness test
  ▪ Certification (with & without HR)
Dummy 077

- Certification (pelvis, with & without head restraint) ✓
- Spine stiffness test
- Change all bumpers
- Spine stiffness test
- Certification (pelvis, with & without head restraint)
- Go to BASSt for sled tests
- After sled testing, return to HIS for
  - Certification (with & without HR)
  - Spine stiffness test
  - Certification (with & without HR)
Test Plan (continued)

- Sled testing at BASt
  - Run dummy 068 twice
  - Run dummy 077 twice
  - If they do not match, swap pelvises
    - Run dummy 068 once
    - Run dummy 077 once